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Here the radial components of the particle flux 
r a and the heat flux qa are given by 
where J~} represent the classical fluxes, J:} 
the Pfirsch-Schliiter fluxes, J:J the banana-
Energy and entropy balance equations in plateau fluxes, J;ja the nonaxisymmetric fluxes, 
magnetically confined plasmas are studied in J j the anomalous fluxes caused by 'V a, and 
detail for toroidal systems with gyrokinetic J~~) the particle flux due to the inductive elec-
electromagnetic turbulence [1]. We start tric field. For the self-consistent fluctuations 
from an ense1nble-averaged kinetic equation for satisfying Poisson's equation and A1npere's 
species a: law, both La eaJj and La 1:3 vanish. Then, 
a f 1 a f we find that, in the energy balance equation, 
_a +v·V fa+~ (E + -v x B) ,_a = (Ca)ens +'Va the product of the anomalous radial current 
at rna c av and the radial electric field -eaJ :i a<I> 1 av and 
where Ca is a. collision term, which causes the J~ cause the anomalous heat exchange be-
classical and neoclassical transport, and 1) a is t~een different species of particles although 
a fluctuation-particle interaction term, which they give no net heating of total particles. 
causes the anomalous transport and is defined The balance equation for the magnetic sur-
by face average of the entropy density Sa for 
e \( " 1 ") aj) Da = __ a E + -v X B · __ a
ma c av ens 
Here (·)ens denotes the ensemble average and 
we divided the distribution function (the elec-
tromagnetic fields) into the ensemble-averaged 
part fa (E, B, <I>, A) and the fluctuating part 
fa (E, :B, ~,A). 
The fluctuation-particle interaction term as 
well as the collision term conserves the parti-
cle number and the magnetic-surface-averaged 
continuity equation has a well-known form: 
ana a (ra · VV) 
at+ av = o. 
The energy balance equation derived from the 
ensemble-averaed kinetic equation is written in 
the magnetic-surface-averaged form as 
160 
species a is obtained as 
asa a(J~~. vv) _ 1 tot) 
at + av - \ (J a 
where the entropy flux ( J~od · VV) is given by 
(J~~ · VV) =Sa (ua · VV) + ~ (q" · VV) 
a 
and the entropy production rate (a-~ot) con-
sists of the classical ( cl), neoclassical ( ncl), and 
anomalous (A) parts. The species summation 
of (a-~ot) is shown to be positive-definite: 
LTa ( o-!ot) = LTa ( ( (J~l) + ( (J~cl) + ( (J~)) ~ 0 
a a 
which represents the second law of thermody-
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